FM 3-14/MCRP 3-37.1A

Appendix E
Possible Threat Chemical Employment Indicators
(Activities are not prioritized)
Activity

Notes

- Enemy MOPP status increased in forward areas.
- Movement forward of chemical defense equipment and
decontamination supplies.
- Chemical medical supplies are issued to enemy troops.
- Non-artillery units in protective gear.
- Chemical units collocated with artillery units.
- Chemical munitions cached in forward areas.
- Enemy sighted using or emplacing chemical agent detectors.
- Enemy conducting chemical training.
- Decontamination supplies cached in forward areas.
- Chemical protective units sighted moving forward or in forward
areas.
- Chemical reconnaissance units sighted moving forward or in
forward areas.
- Surface-to-surface missile (SSM) units are in position to fire or have
fired.
- Enemy multiple launch rockets (MLR) are within 2/3 of their
maximum range.
- Enemy artillery is within 2/3 of its maximum range.
- Confirmation of chemical munitions delivery to artillery or missile
units.
- Artillery, rocket, or missile crews in protective gear.
- Heavily guarded convoy sighted or convoy personnel sighted
wearing protective gear.
- Unguarded convoys sighted in protective gear.
- Movement of chemical munitions to unknown locations or firing
units.
- Disappearance of chemical munitions from known storage sites.
- Filling of munitions with chemical agents.
- Movement of small convoys from munitions storage sites.
- Evacuation of civilians from possible chemical storage or delivery
sites.
- Unusual activity around suspected or known chemical storage sites.
- Chemical munitions release authority given to field commanders.
- Enemy has committed strategic reserves.
- Intelligence reports, through radio intercepts, defectors, enemy
prisoners of war, or other sources, show intentions of chemical
weapon use.
- Activation of special command and control channels that could be
used to oversee chemical weapons employment.
- Chemical protective gear or chemical medical supplies are issued to
civilians.
- Increased propaganda or warnings of chemical use to civilians.
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